Age at Deafening Affects the Stability of Learned Song in Adult Male Zebra Finches
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Male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) master the imitation of a song model 80–90 d after hatching and retain it with little change for the rest of their lives. Acquisition and maintenance of this imitation require intact hearing. A previous report showed that male zebra finches deafened as adults start to lose some of the acoustic and temporal features of their song a few weeks after deafening and that by 16 weeks the learned song is severely degraded (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992). However, this previous study noted no correlation between the age at deafening and the subsequent timing and extent of song loss. We deafened adult male zebra finches ranging in age from 81 d to 6 years. The song of birds deafened at the younger ages (81–175 d) deteriorated severely after a few weeks, and within that age bracket, the older the bird was at deafening, the longer it took for this degradation to occur and the slower the subsequent process of song deterioration. The song of birds deafened at 2 years and older showed little change during the first 51 weeks after deafening but was grossly altered by 100 weeks. We suggest (1) that this age effect could be independent of experience or (2) that each time a bird sings, a little bit of learning—motor engrainment—occurs, adding to memory duration in a cumulative manner.
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Song learning in oscine songbirds provides tantalizing parallels to speech learning in humans (Marler, 1970). Both involve inherited predispositions for learning (Gould and Marler, 1987), both require intact auditory feedback for acquisition of the learned pattern, and both go through early stages—subsong in birds and babbling in humans—that are thought to constitute a form of vocal “play” or practice that precedes the serious business of imitation (Thorpe, 1958).

Little is known about how learned vocalizations, after being acquired, are maintained. In both adult humans and some songbirds, auditory feedback has been thought to guide the acquisition of learned sounds but to play less of a role in maintaining them (Konishi, 1965; Borden, 1979). It has been suggested recently that the severity of the effects of sudden deafness on speech depends on the age at onset of deafness (Waldstein, 1990). The age-dependent differences reported by this author resulted from comparing the effects of onset of deafness in children versus adults. We here present observations on birds that fit well with the scarce data on humans and that extend the effect of age well into adulthood. As with acquisition, there may also be striking parallels in the mechanisms that underlie the maintenance of learned vocal skills in humans and songbirds.

Zebra finch males reared in a captive colony master the imitation of adult models by the time they reach sexual maturity, 80–90 d after hatching (Immelmann, 1969; Arnold, 1975a; Price, 1979; Böhner, 1990; Volman and Khanna, 1995). This conversion of an auditory model into a motor replica occurs only once, during the so-called “sensitive period” for song learning (but see Eales, 1985, 1987; Morrison and Nottebohm, 1993). Thereafter, song changes very little. For this reason zebra finches are referred to as sensitive-period learners.

However, song learning may not end then. Nordeen and Nordeen (1992) showed that the song of male zebra finches deafened several months after they had acquired their adult song did, nonetheless, deteriorate. In that sample there was no interaction between the age at deafening and subsequent song deterioration among individuals ranging in age between 120 and 430 d. We here show, using a wider range of adult ages, that song deterioration after deafening starts much sooner and proceeds more quickly in young adults than in older adults. We infer that the status of the circuits that control the production of a learned motor skill is very sensitive to age or to amount of experience. This raises some interesting questions about the mechanisms that underlie the long-term maintenance of a learned motor skill.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects. Our 19 subjects were the offspring of a captive colony of 10 breeding pairs housed in an indoor aviary at The Rockefeller University Field Research Center in Millbrook, NY. Sixteen of these birds, ranging in age from 81 d to >5 years after hatching, were selected for surgery; this total includes one bird in which the deafening operation was done in two steps, with one cochlea removed on each of 2 separate days. The remaining 3 unoperated birds were recorded at two widely disparate times to serve as a control for normal changes to song over time. In addition, 3 of the birds that were later deafened also served, during their first 5–6 years, as controls for normal changes to song over time, yielding a total n of 6 intact controls. All 19 birds were housed singly in cages that were close to others in the same room also holding zebra finches. To encourage song production, the position of the single cages was changed every few weeks so that birds never had the same neighbor for long periods of time. Dry seed and water were provided ad libitum, and a mixture of freshly sprouted seed and ground egg with vitamins (Avia; Nutra-Vet Research Corporation, Poughkeepsie, NY) was provided...
daily. All birds were kept at all times on a 12:12 hr light/dark photoperiod.

Age groups. Our 16 deafened birds were assigned to one of three age groups, which were set up by reference to the age at deafening. The “young” group included 6 birds deafened between the ages of 81 and 137 d after hatching. The “middle-aged” group included 3 birds deafened at 169–231 d. The “old” group included 7 birds deafened at 604–2090 d. The middle-aged group corresponded to the age at which other workers had deafened their zebra finches and for this reason was set up as a separate group.

Recordings of song and calls. Birds were recorded several days before surgery with a Marantz PMD221 portable cassette recorder on Maxell XLII5 magnetic tape. Long calls and song were recorded and used as the behavioral data. Both kinds of vocalization are learned (Immelmann, 1969; Price, 1979; Zann, 1985) and controlled by the forebrain motor pathways for production of learned sounds (Simpson and Vicario, 1990). Male zebra finches presented with females court them (see Morris, 1954; Walters et al., 1991), and part of this courtship is “directed” song, i.e., song produced at close range while the male adopts a typical posture and faces the female. This directed song can also be given to another male, also at close range. An almost identical pattern of song, however, can be produced by males placed in a room by themselves, and then it is referred to as “undirected” song (Immelmann, 1969). Differences between directed and undirected song are subtle and do not involve changes in the structure or order of song syllables (Bischof et al., 1981; Böhner et al., 1992). Recordings of intact birds used only directed song, but our postoperative recordings included both directed and undirected song, and the effects of deafening that we report here are not exclusive to songs delivered in either context. The number of songs (motifs, see below) produced and examined for each bird at any one sampling period varied, ranging from 15 to 25. From these we drew the most complete and clear recording, which therefore best represented the bird’s singing ability at that time. Whenever possible, our analysis used recordings of directed song, but when birds did not sing in this mode, they were placed singly in a cage, and a voice-activated system (with digital delay and amplitude detection circuit) recorded their undirected song.

All birds that were deafened were recorded again within days of surgery and periodically (every 1–3 weeks) thereafter for up to 51 weeks. If song at 51 weeks after the operation still showed little or no change, two subsequent recordings were taken at ~70 weeks and at 100–110 weeks after deafening.

Surgery. Subjects were deafened by cochlear extirpation, as described (Konishi, 1964, 1965). Briefly, after the bird was anesthetized with Nembutal, a small window was made through the back of the skull overlying the semicircular canals. A small hole was then made in the cochlear dome, and a fine, hooked wire was lowered into this hole and used to pull out the cochlea. Removal of each cochlea was confirmed by visual inspection under the dissecting microscope. To control for possible nonspecific effects of the surgery, one young adult bird had only a single cochlea removed. The bird’s vocalizations were recorded for several months, and the second cochlea was then removed, with recordings taken up to 60 weeks thereafter. Input from each cochlea reaches both hemispheres (Kelley and Nottebohm, 1979), which therefore should continue to receive song feedback after unilateral cochlear removal.

In some birds, an alternative approach was taken to remove the cochleae; under anesthesia, a hole was made in the tympanic membrane, and the columella was extracted with a forceps. The hooked wire was then inserted through the oval window, and the cochlea was pulled out. There were no obvious differences in outcome between these two operations.

Sound analysis. Song has complexity on several time scales, and there are many acoustic features that may be of interest, either in intact or deafened birds. Some features are readily and reliably measured by computer; others can be evaluated quite effectively by human scorers. We chose to measure several features of intact song by computer to assess its stereotypy. These stereotypy measurements, gleaned from recordings that lasted a few minutes, were done in birds of different ages. We did not use the same computer program to assess song changes over longer periods of time (days or months), because the recording conditions often changed over these longer periods and resulted in the inclusion of more or less background noise, which interfered with the computer’s approach. For comparisons over these longer periods, we used human raters that did not know to which group each bird belonged.

Our use of terminology to describe the components of adult zebra finch song is shown in Figure 1. The song of adult male zebra finches consists of a series of “syllables.” Each syllable is a continuous trace on a sound spectrogram, separated from adjacent syllables by either silence or a rapid change in frequency modulation (Sossinka and Böhner, 1980; Williams, 1990). Syllables have been shown to be a natural unit of song patterning (Cynx, 1990). Groups of syllables preceded and followed by a longer silent interval (typically 30–40 msec and at least 10 msec) form a “chunk” (Williams and Staples, 1992). Several chunks, produced in a fixed order, constitute a “motif.” Each adult male zebra finch has a single motif, which is usually preceded by introductory notes and repeated several times forming a song “bout.” The order of syllables and chunks within the motif and its overall duration are very stereotyped features in zebra finch song (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991), as shown in Figure 1.

Tape recordings were converted to sonograms on a Kay Sonagraph (model 7800) using the 300 Hz (wide-band) filter setting. To quantify the changes to song and long calls after deafening, two human raters (neither of the authors) blind to the experimental group to which each bird belonged but familiar with zebra finch song and its display by sonagram scored the printed sonagrams. The visual inspection technique makes use of the potent pattern recognition capabilities of the human visual system. These pattern recognition capabilities have been shown to recognize similarities and differences in songs in a manner comparable with other, more quantitative, sound spectrograph-based techniques (Nowicki and Nelson, 1990; Marler and Nelson, 1993).
Evaluating the song of intact birds. Stereotypy is a defining feature of adult zebra finch song (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Zann, 1993), and we looked at this feature in intact birds of different adult ages as a possible predictor of the rate of song degeneration after deafening. This point is of particular interest with the youngest deafened birds because it could be argued that, for example, birds 80–90 d old were not really adults yet and that their song was still unstable.

We used four measures to quantify song stereotypy in intact birds. The first two involved the traditional method used with zebra finch song: sequence linearity (SL) and sequence consistency (SC), as defined by Scharff and Nottebohm (1991). SL, which refers to the way syllables are ordered in a song, is expressed as the number of syllable types per number of different transition types present in a sample of song. In a completely linear song sequence, each syllable has only one transition type; that is, it is followed by only one other syllable (or motif end), and the SL ratio is equal to 1. In practice, when a syllable is omitted or could occur in the “wrong” order, in which case an atypical transition occurs and the SL ratio becomes <1. SC addresses how often the typical transitions occur. SC is expressed as the sum of typical transitions per the sum of all transitions per song sample. For both our SL and SC calculations we considered the transition between the last introductory note and the first motif syllable and the transition between the last motif syllable and the last syllable of the transition count. We computed averages of estimates of SL and SC for a total of 16 intact birds ranging in age from 81 d to >5 years after hatching, using 20 motif repetitions per bird. The SL and SC scores for birds of different ages were compared statistically using a two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test.

The third method we used to assess stereotypy of intact song was to measure the consistency with which birds of various ages sang a chunk of their song repeatedly. We collected intact song from 16 birds that were deafened between the ages of 1 week and 10 weeks and then kept them in cages with other zebra finches, often in breeding aviaries. Spon-
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The former two kinds of scores were 0.80 in all individuals, and many were at or near 1.00, the score for a perfectly linear and consistent song. We infer that during any one recording period the three parameters measured did not discriminate between the songs of young and old adults that, to this extent, showed comparable stereotypy. Results provided by the more comprehensive stereotypy index, using the song analysis algorithm, are shown in Figure 4. Here again the stereotypy of motifs sung by young and old adults was comparable. A linear regression on these data showed no significant relationship between the age at recording and stereotypy ($F = 2.43 \times 10^{-2}; r = 1.1 \times 10^{-3}; p = 0.99$). We did not follow individual birds longitudinally to see whether birds that had relatively low stereotypy scores as old adults also had relatively low scores as young adults.
Effects of age at deafening on subsequent song degradation

Song and long-call degradation after removal of both cochleae was very sensitive to the age of the bird at the time it was operated on (Fig. 5). In the youngest of these birds [young adults (n = 6), deafened on days 81–137], deterioration was already evident 1 week after surgery, and by 2–4 weeks the motif was barely recognizable; by 14 weeks after surgery song was typically a series of variable, degraded, poorly structured sounds that bore relatively little resemblance to the original, learned song. Birds that were middle-aged when deafened (n = 3; surgery on days 169–231) showed slower song deterioration; in these birds the original

Figure 5. Sound-spectrographic representations of song degradation in three birds, deafened at 81 d (Young), 175 d (Middle-aged), and 2090 d (Old) after hatching. Degradation of the long call is shown for two of these birds (Young, Old). The time after deafening is indicated for each of the songs. A continuous horizontal line is below the most complete rendering of each bird's song motif before deafening and after deafening for as long as that motif can be easily recognized. Notice that eventual degradation occurs in all three birds, but the onset, extent, and time course differs with the age at deafening. This observation, scored for all 16 birds in this experiment, is shown below (see Fig. 6). For purposes of comparison (this figure, see Fig. 6), the SSI for the last recording of the young, middle-aged, and old birds shown in this figure was 0.0, 0.6, and 2.8, respectively.
song motif was still recognizable at 10 weeks after surgery. At longer intervals, song and call deterioration was comparable in the birds deafened as young adults and middle-aged adults, although the older of the middle-aged birds showed a milder and slower effect (Fig. 6A).

Song deterioration was dramatically slower in birds deafened as old adults ($n = 7$; surgery on days 664–2090). These birds retained syllable structure and order in an easily recognizable manner even 51 weeks after deafening (Figs. 5, 6). Six of the birds in the oldest group continued to be recorded until 100–110 weeks after deafening. By that time, deterioration of the acoustic features of song was more advanced, but even then overall motif structure and the identity and sequential order of preoperative syllables and chunks were still recognizable. Figure 6A captures these time trends as SSIs for all birds in the study. The three age groups we have defined are indicated by the color of the curves.

By these scoring methods, song deterioration in the older birds proceeded at a rate that was $\sim 20$ times slower than that seen in the youngest ones. For statistical analysis, we compared the SSI scores of birds in the old group with the SSI scores of six intact controls; we also compared the SSI scores of the young and middle-aged birds, combined into one group, with the SSI scores of the intact controls. The young and middle-aged birds were not significantly different from controls at 1 week after deafening ($U = 27.5; p > 0.1$) but were so at 4 weeks after deafening ($U = 35.5; p < 0.05$) and each time point thereafter. By contrast, the
old group was not significantly different from controls at 50 weeks after deafening \((U = 22.5; p > 0.1)\) but reached statistical difference at 100 weeks after deafening \((U = 31; p = 0.02)\). Figure 6B shows a graph of these data for the control and deafened birds. In all cases the SSI scores of the intact controls corresponded, as described in Materials and Methods, to comparisons spanning 2–5 years.

**Chunk duration is more resistant to deafening in older than in young birds**

Temporal parameters of the motif often persisted, in birds deafened at all ages, even as syllable structure deteriorated, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 7 shows, as an example of the fine grain quality of our data, chunk durations measured at different intervals after deafening in one bird that had been operated on as a young adult and in one that had been operated on as an old adult. Notice that chunk duration changed more in the younger than in the older adult and that when changes occurred, they could be in the direction of making a chunk longer or shorter. The slope of regression lines fitted to each bird’s performance during the first 8 postoperative weeks was calculated and used to produce the next figure (see Fig. 8).

**Effects of deafening on overall song structure**

The song of all the zebra finches deafened in this study retained its basic form of introductory notes followed by a more or less reproducible motif, even when the song syllables were very degraded and the motif considerably shortened. The number of introductory notes increased in several birds. In one of the old birds (deafened at 2088 d) a silent interval was added in the middle of the song that then gave the impression that the bird was singing two motifs and that it alternated between the two. This change lowered that bird’s SSI score at 50 weeks after deafening (Fig. 6A). However, even with these peculiarities, deafened birds retained the general plan of a bout that commenced with introductory notes followed by a motif.

Motifs that, as a result of deafening, had undergone marked changes were nonetheless surprisingly—although not completely, which would have precluded change—stable on any one day. This point is made by Figure 9, which shows examples of preoperative and postoperative song of the same bird; this bird was deafened at 1170 d of age, and the postoperative song was recorded 94 weeks after deafening. Although the motif recorded at the latter time had undergone marked degradation and had lost some of its syllables, it was remarkably stable in its renderings on any one day. This stability that persists after deafening differs from the instability (e.g., stuttering and addition or omission of syllables) induced by other forms of feedback perturbation (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999).

**Effects of deafening on the amount of singing**

We did not quantify the amount of directed and undirected song that occurred in our different experimental groups. However, we could not help but notice that, even though there were marked individual differences in the amount of singing when the birds were recorded, it was not the case that the groups deafened at older or younger adult ages subsequently sang more or less readily. Moreover, some individuals in both the young adult and old adult groups sang a lot or sang relatively little; yet the two groups showed no overlap in the time course of song deterioration, which was very homogeneous within each of these groups.
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Figure 9. Bouts of directed song from an adult bird deafened at 1170 d recorded before (top) and 94 weeks after (bottom) deafening. The repeated unit is underlined in each case. Notice that although the degraded song (bottom) included a motif that was shorter than its preoperative version, it was nonetheless repeated in a rather consistent manner. Consistency in the production of a degraded song was typical of most postoperative recordings.

Results of a two-step deafening operation: a control for the surgical procedure

One cochlea of a male zebra finch was removed on day 86. The song this bird produced during the ensuing 16 weeks showed no deterioration (Fig. 10A), suggesting that the surgery itself did not result in song changes and that a single cochlea was sufficient to maintain song. The second cochlea was removed on day 231. There was a relatively mild deterioration of song during the next 60 weeks (Fig. 10B), as might have been expected from a bird that was deafened (removal of second cochlea) at an age that fell between that of our two extreme age groups; the results of this bird’s second operation are part of the graph in Figure 6 (the individual deafened at 231 d).

DISCUSSION

We show that the stereotypy of adult male zebra finch song is very similar between the ages of 90 d and 5 years. Young and old adults yielded similar scores for linearity and consistency of syllable transitions, stability of chunk duration, and stability in the acoustic features of successive repetitions of a same motif.

Song deterioration after deafening, on the other hand, was highly correlated with the age at deafening, at least during the first 2 years after surgery. The song of individuals deafened at 3 months of age started to deteriorate 1 week later, the song of birds deafened at 5–6 months showed a slower onset of deterioration, and that of individuals deafened at 2–5 years of age took a year or longer to show measurable changes. The middle-aged group in this comparison, although small, shows greater individual variability in outcome than the other two. Interestingly, previous studies that failed to see the age-related effect used birds ranging in age from 4 to 10 months (Price, 1979; Bottjer and Arnold, 1984; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992), comparable with our middle-aged group. We have no evidence that the effect of age at deafening was caused by differences in how much the birds in the different groups sang after they were deafened. We infer that neither the degree of song stereotypy before surgery nor the amount of singing after surgery accounted for the age-dependent effect of deafening on song. The variables responsible for the latter effect must therefore be sought in other events that occurred before surgery.

Our results can be explained by two kinds of hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 would argue that the persistence of a learned motor pattern (song) is determined, after deafening, by the number of times that pattern had been produced by the hearing bird. Hypothesis 2 would argue that the persistence of this pattern is determined not by how much the bird has sung but by the age at deafening. The time when song was learned was not a variable because all our birds probably acquired their song before they reached sexual maturity, at ~80 d. We will now evaluate the possible contributions of experience and age.

Hypothesis 1: the effect of experience

The benefits of practice for quality of performance in sports, music, and ballet are well known and have been presented in many guises (Gallwey, 1974; Asanuma and Pavlides, 1997). In principle, the same benefits could apply to adult male zebra finches. Our birds had many opportunities to sing, encouraged by the social setting in which they were kept. Zebra finches sing throughout the year under laboratory conditions and will continue to sing their normal song even after castration (Arnold, 1975b). We do not know how many times each bird sang before deafening, but 20 songs per day after sexual maturity is probably a very conservative estimate. If we accept this estimate as a minimum, then individuals in our group of old adults would have sung their song at least 13000–42000 times before deafening. The youngest birds, on the other hand, even if they had crystallized their song as early as 70 d after hatching, and sang as many as 100 songs per day, would have sung at most 1000 or so songs before deafening. There is no reason to think that zebra finches sing less as they age, at least over the span of ages represented in our birds (our personal observations). We infer that our age groups differed systematically in how many times birds in them had sung before deafening, with many more songs having been produced by the birds deafened at the older ages. It should be noted, however, that if the number of songs produced before deafening was the determining variable, then there must have been a ceiling effect be-
cause there was no obvious age trend in the birds deafened at 2–5 years of age.

We suggest that many repetitions of a stable, learned motor pattern, with unimpeded access to auditory feedback, result in a form of learning that we will call “engrainment.” Engrainment could result from the repeated, normal confluence of a motor output and its resulting auditory and nonauditory feedback. However, although there is ample evidence of the role of auditory feedback in song acquisition and maintenance, there is no such evidence of the role of nonauditory (proprioceptive?) feedback (Bottjer and Arnold, 1984). Engrainment was first used in the field of human psychology to refer to “the process by which existing connections among familiar information are strengthened when the information is retrieved or utilized” (MacKay and Burke, 1990). The engrainment hypothesis suggests that we are dealing with a process in which, as practice continues, the circuits that produce learned song become increasingly stable over long periods of time. This stability could free these circuits from dependence on auditory feedback and its presumed role in error correction. A glimmer of hypothesis 1 was offered in previous work done with chaffinches, but the database was so limited as to be anecdotal [Nottebohm (1968), my Fig. 6].

**Hypothesis 2: the effect of age**

Older individuals are usually not credited with having superior memory, yet it may be fruitful to contemplate the following scenario. We know that neurons are constantly added to parts of the song system of songbirds (Goldman and Nottebohm, 1983; Paton and Nottebohm, 1984). We also know that this addition peaks during ontogeny and at times of the year when song learning occurs (Alvarez-Buylla and Nottebohm, 1988; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1988; Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1990). We know, too, that neurons added in adulthood replace others that have died previously (Kirn and Nottebohm, 1993; Kirn et al., 1994; Scharff et al., 2000). It has been suggested that such turnover facilitates learning, even though it may also compromise earlier memories (Kirn et al., 1994). If neuronal turnover in adult male zebra finches were to decrease with age—a matter on which we have no information but that was suggested by observations in canaries (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1990)—then a possible consequence of this could be that learned song memories would be made more stable in the older individuals and hence, perhaps, more resistant to deafening. Because there is, yet, no information about age-dependent neuronal turnover in adult zebra finches, we cannot evaluate the plausibility of this hypothesis.

A variant of the age-dependent survival of memory would be that the effect of deafening on the survival of song system neurons (Wang et al., 1999), including those of nucleus high vocal center, decreases with age, which could explain why birds deafened at older ages retain their preoperative song for longer periods of time. Age could, of course, affect the stability of song pathways in

---

**Figure 10.** Results of a deafening operation done in two steps. **A**, The left cochlea was removed when the bird was 86 d old. **B**, The right cochlea was removed at 231 d of age, which falls between the age ranges of the middle-aged and old birds shown in Figure 5. The time after each surgery is shown for each recording. Notice that there were no song changes after the first operation but song degraded after the second operation at a rate intermediate between what would have been expected from the middle-aged and old birds shown in Figure 5. (This bird is represented on the graph in Fig. 6 where its age at deafening, 231 d, corresponds to that when the second cochlea was removed.) This bird’s long call appears at the end of the song motif. Although the long call was unaffected by the first operation, it too had deteriorated by 60 weeks after removal of the second cochlea. The asterisk at the bottom in **A** marks the long call of an unseen female zebra finch used to elicit long-call responses from the male. This bird’s single cochlea permitted him to hear, process, and respond to this female’s long call at 16 weeks after surgery.
still other ways, but for reasons of space we will not explore these possibilities.

We are aware that the effects of experience and age could interact, in which case the outcome we observed could be dependent on both singing experience and age. We would like to emphasize, too, that our data on song deterioration should not be taken as final proof that a song memory has been lost. The motor program could still be there, intact, yet access could be incomplete or faulty. However, we suggest that when deterioration of performance is gradual and steady and leads to the eventual disappearance of learned structure, then the most parsimonious interpretation is that the motor program or memory also has undergone gradual deterioration and that for it to occur once more it would have to be relearned.

If hypothesis 1 is validated, then song learning in oscine songbirds occurs in four stages: (1) sounds heard are memorized as a model, (2) this model and auditory feedback guide vocal development, (3) auditory feedback is used to maintain the learned vocal pattern, and (4) repetition of the pattern thus maintained engrains the motor act, which becomes more and more independent of auditory feedback. If one accepts engrainment as a form of learning, then learning-related changes in gene expression, cell morphology, or the number of cells drawn into a circuit need not be restricted to ontogeny, when the pattern is first acquired, but may occur every time the bird sings. As was suggested in a previous publication (Jarvis et al., 1995), finding behavioral situations when learning does not occur may prove difficult.

W. H. Thorpe (1958) was the first to refer to the achievement of adult song stereotypy by a young songbird as a process of song “cristallization.” Our results suggest that although behavioral crystallization, i.e., the change from a variable to a stable pattern, often occurs over a period of time measured in days or weeks, the permanence of the underlying motor memory may continue to increase for many months thereafter. We propose that the term crystallization be used to refer to the achievement of adult song stereotypy and that the term engrainment, if confirmed as a phenomenon, be reserved for the protracted, additive, experience-dependent growth of a memory’s stability. Behavioral stability is no guarantee of memory stability.

Our results do not discriminate between hypotheses 1 and 2—and one could think of others—but they are testable. Regardless of which one is right, the fact remains that learned song in male zebra finches becomes more resistant to deafening as months and years go by, and the song system of old adult zebra finches may show important differences from that of young adults. As these differences are revealed, we will better understand the lifelong process of song maintenance.
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